
A	  Sunny Day at Silverstone. 4th August 2018 

Report by Bob Bull 

The first Saturday in August means it is the Annual Bentley Drivers Club Meeting, the 70th consecutive 
running of the event, and one of, if not the highlight of the racing year. Bright sunshine, two rounds of the 
Aero Racing Challenge, plus the ever popular Techniques Trophy, what more could you want? Well add in 
Neil’s sausage babs and beefburgers, Tracey’s Techniques buffet .....  my day at least was complete. 

Race one was the tenth round of the Challenge, and with only three more to go the Championship 
contenders need to keep racking up the points, as things are getting quite tight at the top of the table. 
Qualifying saw Ollie Bryant making his annual appearance in the series, and promptly put his pristine blue 
car on pole, ahead of Keith Ahlers, Phillip Goddard and Roger Whitehouse all in Class ‘A’ cars. 
John Emberson making a rare, but welcome appearance took fifth spot and Class ‘G’ honours, while Andy 
Green taking time off from officialdom lead Class ‘J’. Tim Parsons in eleventh headed ‘R’. Brett 
Syndercombe in twelveth, ‘D’ with Tony Hirst next up for Class ‘S’. A rapidly improving Simon Sherry was 
the first Class ‘C’ runner, with Phil Tisdall a sole representative of Class ‘H’, and Ian Sumner completed the 
Class leaders by being fastest Class ‘E’ entrant. 

 

When the red lights went out Ollie Bryant took a lead he was never in danger of losing despite the best 
efforts of Keith Ahlers, who was equally untroubled by Phillip Goddard who himself was well clear of 
Roger Whiteside. John Emberson tried hard to latch on to the faster cars, in the process drawing well away 
from Dominic House, Stuart Anderson, Phil Thomas, Tim Parsons, and Brett Syndercombe, all preferring to 
circulate in solitary splendour. However, the excitement came from Tony Hirst and James Sumner who 
spent the entire race swapping places several times per lap, frequently cornering side-by-side, as they battled 
over 12th and 13th places. Tony grabbed bragging rights by coming home a massive 0.153 seconds ahead of 
James. Fantastic stuff. 

   



An unruly mob of Morgans also provided lively entertainment as Peter Cole, Craig Hamilton-Smith, Jack 
Bellinger, Phil Tisdall, Steve Lockett, Peter Sargeant, Simon Sherry and Chris Springall felt the need to keep 
close company for most of the race. Eight cars covered by 11 seconds at the chequered flag. Further back 
Alan House preferred female company  finishing behind Mary Lindsay, ahead of Helen Thorne and Michele 
Bailey. Only Simon Orebi Gann and Ian Sumner failed to complete the prescribed task. 

                

With Ollie not being eligible for the Championship it was Keith who collected maximum points from Class 
‘A’. Other Class winners were John Emberson, Andy Green, Tim Parsons, Brett Syndercombe, Tony Hirst, 
James Sumner, Phil Tisdall, Steve  Lockett, and Malcolm Dearnley. 

Race 2. Round 11 

Starting as they finished in the previous affair, we had a repeat performance of Race 1 as far as the top six 
were concerned,. Dominic House retired so Stuart Anderson improved one place by beating Phil Thomas for 
seventh spot. Tim Parsons, and Brett Syndercombe filled out the top ten with the ‘works’ Supersports of 
Tony Hirst and Craig Hamilton-Smith next up and less than a second apart at the line. Once again the mid-
field provided a glorious spectacle, Greg Parnell, Peter Cole, Peter Sargeant, Jack Bellinger. Steve Lockett, 
and Phillip Tisdall managing to squeeze six cars into less than 10 seconds when proceedings were brought to 
a halt.  



 

 

James Sumner and Mary Lindsay joined Dominic in retirement. Mary with a broken axle and heart, 
probably. 

Joining the ranks for the first time Richard Fearn drove his new Club Sports taking third in Class ‘S’ in both 
races, while Helen Thorne added another runner to the class thus greatly enhancing the chances of Tony 
Hirst winning the Aero Racing title for the new model... 

        

With just Mallory Park and Snetterton to come the title race is really on, Tony, Phil Thomas, Tim Parsons, 
Brett Syndercombe all looking like possible winners.  Never say Morgan racing is boring. 

Asides. 

When mingling with the drivers, personnel, and general hangers-on of the Morgan world one would never 
know that amongst the motley bunch gathered for the prize giving, dressed from casual to charity shop cast 
off’, that social status would be so diverse. You can find yourself rubbing shoulders with a Captain of 
Industry, exchanging banter with a corner shop owner, applauding the exploits of a fisherman, or casually 



chatting with a school teacher. The person spilling their can of Coke over your trousers might well be TV 
Star, or the Director of a famous motor company, while there appears to be quite a few second hand car 
salesmen in the crowd. You never know when you might cause a solicitor, or even a humble cleaner to smile 
at a joke, perhaps a PR executive will offer you a sandwich, a Vetinary Surgeon step on your foot. All life is 
there around you. Why you could even find yourself in a conversation with a major drug dealer!. 

               

 

All opinions expressed in this article are the writers own, and the publishers will have no responsibility for 
the views contained herein. 


